The One Wills
The One Wills.
The One eternally Wills to give
The greatest of all gifts: a manifestation of itself.
The One is what the One Wills to become.
What the One Wills to become manifests in the world.
What manifests is not the One,
But is of the One.
Since what manifests is not the One,
It is separated from the One.
Since it is of the One,
It stands alone
As a free spiritual and physical
Manifestation of the One.
In the image of the One,
I am a manifested individualization of the One,
Who may receive, fulfill and bless that which is given.
This individualization, my real self,
Is the essence of my Being.
It is my soul.
Each moment, its activities are to complete itself
By receiving, fulfilling and blessing
That which has been given.
To receive that which is given,
I tune my consciousness to the Divine.
I create the personality and activity
Of my character who
Acts, thinks, and feels through the body
That lives in the world.
I write its lines.
I will it to do what it does.
I make it feel what it feels.
I tune its thoughts.
I animate its being.
To fulfill that which is given,
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I recognize each situation
The character finds itself in the world
As a neutral situation which sets up
An open possibility, an opportunity, and a responsibility
To so align myself with the One
That, in love, do I discover what the One would will to do.
Then I make my character to do
What has been so discovered.
To bless that which is given,
I make my character always feel
Thankful so that it blesses its situation
And its life.
To do this, I make it focus all its attention on me,
Its creator and silent watcher, rather than the chatter
Of the world in which it is.
And I focus my attention
On the Divine One rather than
The predicament of the character.
If I do not receive, fulfill, and bless
That which has been given
I create a character
Which has not become a manifestation
Of a completed individualization.
In receiving, fulfilling, and blessing
That which has been given,
Each moment I return, in love, to the One
The completed manifested individualization,
Thereby making the Giver a Receiver
And making the receiver which I had been
The giver which I have just become,
An eternal part of the One.
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